Genome-wide search for genetic modulators in gene regulatory pathways: weighted window-based peak identification algorithm.
Genome-wide gene expression and genotype data have been integratively analyzed in expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies to elucidate the genetics of gene transcription. Most eQTL analyses have focused on identifying polymorphic genetic variants that influence the expression levels of individual genes, and such analyses may have limitations in explaining gene regulatory pathways that are likely to involve multiple genes and their genetic and/or non-genetic modulators. We have developed a novel two-step method for identifying potential genetic modulators of transcription processes for multiple genes in a biological pathway. We proposed a new weighted window-based peak identification algorithm to improve the detection of genetic modulators for individual genes and employed a Poisson-based test to search for master genetic modulators of multiple genes. Here, we have illustrated this two-step approach by analyzing the gene expression data in the Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) lymphoblast cells and single nucleotide polymorphism chip data.